[The functional brain organization during preparation for recognizing incomplete images].
The functional interaction between prefrontal cortex and other cortices was analyzed during the pre-stimulus period in the task in which human subjects (n = 36) were asked to recognize a set of incomplete images of different degree of fragmentation. The imaginary part of the complex-valued coherency was used to measure a strength of inter-area coupling at the alpha-rhythm frequency. Based on the analysis of individual responses the two equal sub-groups (n = 13) showing the lowest and highest recognition scores were extracted from the whole group of subjects. It is shown that the pattern of the functional cortico-cortical interactions as well as the direction of its' changes differ in the two sub-groups. In those subjects who successfully solve the cognitive task, the changes in functional connectivity indices in the situation of focused attention are most pronounced in the right hemisphere if stimulus-to-come would not be recognized. Period preceding recognized stimulus is characterized by the increased cortico-cortical coupling in the left hemisphere. In that sub-group, the values of imaginary part of alpha-coherency show the growth in both hemispheres when the period of focused attention is compared against the period of nonspecific attention. On the contrary, the similar comparison for the sub-group of the least successful subjects shows the imaginary coherency decreases in both hemispheres. These results suggest the constructive role of the alpha-rhythm in functional assembling the prefrontal cortex during the period that precedes the recognition of incomplete images.